Configuring Tags

Tiki’s tagging system allows you to identify items (such as wiki pages or blog posts) with keywords... tags. Like its other features, Tiki’s folksonomy tags are fully customizable.

1. From the Administration page, click Tags.

   TIP

2. The Administration: Freetags page all the options to customize your Tiki tagging system.

   ![Administration: Freetags Page](image)

3. Edit the following fields:

   - Disable the Preload random tag field.
   - Change the Maximum number of tags in cloud field to 10.

   Leave the other options as their default setting.

   NOTE
   Refer to the TikiWiki documentation for complete information on all the wiki configuration options.

4. Click Apply. Tiki saves the information and reloads the page.

   TIP
   You can use the Cleanup unused tags button to remove any tags that are not assigned to an object.

Listing the Tags
To view all of the tags in use on your site:

1. From the Main menu, click **Tags**.

2. Tiki displays an error message, telling you that there are no tags yet.

Let’s start adding tags to some pages.

---
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